New approach for assessing vascular distribution within bone tumors using dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI.
To differentiate benign from malignant bone tumors by analyzing the vascular distribution within bone tumors with dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI. We studied dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI for 49 bone tumors (22 malignant and 27 benign tumors). Seven small regions of interest (ROI) were set inside the largest portion of each tumor. Four ROI were placed evenly on the periphery and three ROI were placed evenly on the line of the longest breadth within the tumor. The slope of the curve (%Slope) was calculated on the time-intensity curves of the whole tumor and of each ROI. The variance values for the %Slope of the ROI were calculated to assess the dispersion of the intensity change at each ROI within the tumor. Mean value of the %Slopes of whole tumor regions for malignant bone tumors (70.4 +/- 60.3%) was significantly higher than that for benign bone tumors (37.6 +/- 52.9%) (P = 0.015), although giant cell tumor (GCT), a locally aggressive tumor, had a relatively higher %Slope. Mean value of the variance of %Slopes for malignant bone tumors (3485.9 +/- 5942.5) was significantly higher than that for all benign tumors (470.4 +/- 583.9) (P = 0.012), indicating that the %Slope values of seven ROI within malignant bone tumors varied more widely compared with the ROI inside benign bone tumors. GCT also demonstrated a lower value. Our method of analyzing the signal intensity change at seven separate regions that evaluates the vascular distribution within a tumor could be a useful tool for differentiating between benign and malignant bone tumors.